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Abstract
Background: Intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) with alteplase is the first-line therapy for acute ischemic anterior and
posterior circulation strokes (ACS and PCS).
Knowledge about safety and efficacy of IVT in posterior circulation stroke is deficient as most of the Egyptian
studies either assessed IVT outcome in comparison to conservative therapy or its outcome in anterior circulation
stroke only.
Therefore, our aim was to compare the relative frequency and outcome after intravenous thrombolysis in anterior
versus posterior circulation stroke patients presenting to stroke centers of Ain Shams University hospitals (ASUH).
Results: A total of 238 anterior circulation stroke and 61 posterior circulation strokes were enrolled, onset-to-door
and door-to-needle time were statistically insignificant.
NIHSS showed comparable difference at all time points despite higher scores along anterior circulation stroke; 90day modified Rankin Scale (mRS) showed significant improvement in both groups from mRS >2 to ≤2 with a better
percentage along posterior circulation stroke patients.
There was insignificant difference for either incidence of death or intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) between the two
groups.
Conclusion: IVT significantly reduced NIHSS for both anterior and posterior circulation stroke along different
studied time points. Meanwhile, a higher percentage of patients with posterior circulation stroke had a better mRS
outcome at 90 days.
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Background
Intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) with alteplase is still the
first-line therapy for all kinds of acute ischemic stroke
(AIS) including both the anterior circulation stroke
(ACS) and posterior circulation stroke (PCS) [1].
The IVT concept emerged after all the trials aiming at
saving the brain tissue began in 1995; National Institute
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) introduced the use of recombinant tissue-type plasminogen
activator (r-tPA) (Alteplase) for the first time after its 2* Correspondence: nourhan.attiah@med.asu.edu.eg
Neurology Department, Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams University, 38
Abbasia, PO 11591, Cairo, Egypt

phase randomized controlled trial “Tissue Plasminogen
Activator for Acute Ischemic Stroke”, which proved that
the use of alteplase improved the clinical outcome of the
patients when compared to placebo [2].
It has been assumed that PCS has worse outcome in
comparison to ACS; this has been always correlated to
that the severity of ACS leads to seeking help earlier, so
ACS patients receive treatment faster resulting in improved outcome. Moreover it was always assumed that
the prognosis of the PCS is worse than ACS with higher
mortality and morbidity rates [3].
Despite these assumed differences, the knowledge concerning the safety and efficacy of IVT in PCS is sparse
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due to various causes as lack of randomized controlled
trials or phase IV studies that were concerned with the
safety and efficacy of IVT according to type of circulation affected, starting from NINDS to ATLANTIS study,
so further studies are needed to assess the efficacy of
IVT in PCS [2–6].
To our knowledge studies done in Egypt assessing IVT
outcome according to affected arterial territory are limited. Most of such studies either assessed IVT outcome
in comparison to conservative treatment or assessed
IVT outcome in ACS only [7, 8].
In this study, we aimed to assess relative frequency
and outcome after IVT in both ACS and PCS patients
presenting to stroke centers of Ain Shams
University hospitals.

METHODS
After receiving an ethical approval from Ain Shams University Ethical committee, this prospective cohort study
was conducted along a period from February 2016 till
May 2019 on acute ischemic stroke patients who presented to the stroke centers of Ain Shams University hospitals and were eligible to receive r-tPA.
Patients were enrolled after a formal written consent
and were subjected to a full neurological assessment including history and examination.
The cases enrolled were those with clinical presentation of acute ischemic cerebrovascular stroke, within 4.5
h from stroke onset, excluding those who were not eligible for IVT, those with history of recurrent cerebrovascular insult, patients whom underwent endovascular
thrombectomy, and those injected depending on radiological mismatch.
National Institute of Heath Stroke Scale (NIHSS) was
performed at four time points, pre r-tPA, then 2 h, 24 h,
and 7 days post r-tPA, while modified Rankin Scale
(mRS) was assessed at discharge and after 90 days.
The collected data was revised, coded, tabulated, and
introduced to a personal computer (PC) using Statistical
package for Social Science (SPSS) version 20. Data was
presented and suitable analysis was done according to
the type of data obtained for each parameter.
As regards descriptive statistics, mean, standard deviation (± SD), and range for parametric numerical data
was used, while median and interquartile range (IQR)
were used for non-parametric numerical data. Moreover,
frequency and percentage were used for non-numerical
data.
As for analytical statistics, Student’s T test was used to
assess the statistical significance of the difference between two study group means, repeated measure
ANOVA test was used to assess the statistical significance of the difference between repeated measurements
of the same variable, chi-square test was used to
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examine the relationship between two qualitative variables, Fisher’s exact test was used to examine the relationship between two qualitative variables when the
expected count was less than 5 in more than 20% of
cells, and McNemar test was used to assess the statistical
significance of the difference between a qualitative variable measured twice for the same study group.
p value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Along the studied period, a total of 432 patients with
acute ischemic strokes were admitted to the stroke centers of Ain Shams University hospital (ASUH) and Ain
Shams University specialized hospital (ASUSH).
After applying exclusion criteria, a total of 351 cases
were eligible for r-tPA (290 were anterior circulation
strokes and 61 were posterior circulation strokes), on 3month follow-up 65 cases dropped out (Fig. 1).
On assessing modifiable as well as non-modifiable vascular risk factors, there was no significant difference between the two studied groups (Table 1).
Upon comparing the two study groups (total 286
cases; divided into ACS 238 cases and PCS 48 cases), the
mean onset-to-door (OTD) was 2.1 h with SD ± 0.8 for
ACS and ± 0.7 for PCS and the mean door-to-needle
(DTN) was 50.6 min with SD ± 22.3 for ACS and 45.6
min with SD ± 19.9 for PCS, with non-significant difference (p value was 0.9 and 0.1 respectively) (Table 2).

Fig. 1 The process of cases enrolment
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Table 1 Comparison of the distribution of risk factors among the two study groups and assessment of its significance
Risk factor

Site

T test

Anterior Circulation Stroke
Age

Dyslipidemia

CHF

Gender

Smoking

Posterior Circulation Stroke

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

p value

62.4

11.4

64.7

10.8

0.136

Number

%

Number

%

Chi-square test

No

270

93.1%

57

93.4%

1

Yes

20

6.9%

4

6.6%

No

280

96.6%

59

96.7%

Yes

10

3.4%

2

3.3%

Male

179

61.7%

40

65.6%

Female

111

38.3%

21

34.4%

No

235

81.0%

48

78.7%

Yes

55

19.0%

13

21.3%

AF

No

251

86.6%

51

83.6%

Yes

39

13.4%

10

16.4%

HTN

No

109

37.6%

17

27.9%

Yes

181

62.4%

44

72.1%

No

185

63.8%

36

59.0%

Yes

105

36.2%

25

41.0%

No

238

82.1%

50

82.0%

Yes

52

17.9%

11

18.0%

DM

Vascular disease

1

0.573

0.673

0.546

0.150

0.483

0.985

SD standard deviation

Table 2 Comparison of the distribution of OTD and DTN, NIHSS at different time points, intracranial hemorrhage and death and
their significance between the two study groups
Site

t test

Anterior circulation stroke

Posterior circulation stroke

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

p value

OTD (hour)

2.1

0.8

2.1

0.7

0.9

DTN (min)

50.6

22.3

45.6

19.9

0.1

NIHSS Pre r-tPA

10.5

4.6

7.7

4.4

<0.001*

NIHSS 2 h

8.8

4.9

6.1

4.2

<0.001*

NIHSS 24 h

7.7

5.0

5.2

4.0

<0.001*

NIHSS 7 days

6.4

4.8

4.3

3.9

0.001*

Repeated measure ANOVA

<0.001*

ICH

N

<0.001*

Anterior

Posterior
%

N

%

No

97

82.2%

17

85.0%

Yes

21

17.8%

3

15.0%

Death

Chi-square test
p value
0.76

Fisher exact test
p value

No

283

97.60%

61

100.00%

Yes

7

2.40%

0

0.00%

0.61

*Significant
OTD onset-to-door, DTN door-to-needle, SD standard deviation, MIN minute, NIHSS National Institute of Health Stroke Scale, ICH intracranial hemorrhage
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The assessed NIHSS between the two studied groups
at each time point (pre, 2 h post, 24 h, and 7 days)
showed significant improvement for both types of stroke
despite higher scores was detected at baseline for ACS
compared to PCS (p value < 0.001 at each time point)
(Fig. 2).
Among the whole study group (286 cases), 212 cases
had mRS ≤ 2 after 3 months (74.1%) while 74 cases had
mRS >2 after 3 months (25.9%), of which 7 cases had
mRS= 6 (death).
Upon comparing the two groups, 167 out of 238 ACS
cases (70.2%) and 45 out of 48 PCS cases (93.8%) had
mRS ≤ 2, while 71 ACS cases (29.8%) and 3 PCS cases
(6.3%) had mRS >2 (Fig. 3), with the 7 death cases
(mRS=6) lying within the anterior group, this difference
in the outcome was found to be of highly significant difference (p value = 0.001), but it was non-significant as
regards the difference among incidence of death of the
cases (p value = 0.61) (Table 2).
Furthermore, upon assessing and comparing the mRS
on discharge and 90 days, it was found that there was
highly significant improvement in both anterior and posterior group, as of the 97 and 12 cases with mRS >2 on
discharge 34 and 10 cases improved to ≤ 2, with ACS
showing higher significant improvement as regards the
functional outcome compared to PCS with p value <
0.001 and 0.012 respectively (Table 3).
As regards the incidence of post t-PA intracranial
hemorrhage, upon reviewing the post 24 h imaging, of
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Fig. 3 The distribution of mRS within each study group and
between the two groups

the total cases involved, 75 cases could not be reviewed
due to lack of follow-up imaging in the registries; 24
cases (11.3 %) showed evidence of intracranial
hemorrhage, of these 21 belonged to ACS group in comparison to only 3 cases in PCS group, but this difference
was statistically non-significant among the two groups
(Table 2).

Discussion
In our study, we assessed the relative frequency and outcome according to serial NIHSS (pre t-PA, 2 h post, 24
h and 7 days), mRS at discharge and 90 days, and incidence of intracranial hemorrhage for the cases receiving

Fig. 2 The decline in the NIHSS score over serial time points within each of the study groups
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Table 3 Distribution of the mRS within all study cases, comparison of mRS at discharge and 3 months
Modified Rankin score
mRS at 3 months

Number of cases

Percentage (%)

≤2

212

74.1%

>2

74

25.9%

Site
ACS

Chi-square test
P value

PCS

N

%

N

%

mRS at 3 months

≤2

167

70.20%

45

93.80%

>2

71

29.80%

3

6.30%

Anterior

mRS at 3 m

mRS at discharge

Total

McNemar test
P value
< 0.001*

≤2

>2

≤2

133 (55.88%)

8 (3.36%)

144 (59.24%)

>2

34 (14.29%)

63 (26.47%)

97 (40.76%)

Total

167 (70.17%)

71 (29.83%)

238 (100%)

Posterior

mRS at 3 m

mRS at discharge

Total

0.001*

≤2

>2

≤2

35 (72.92%)

1 (2.08%)

36 (75%)

>2

10 (20.83%)

2 (4.17%)

12 (25%)

45 (93.75%)

3 (6.25%)

48 (100%)

0.012*

*Significant
mRS modified Rankin Score, ACS anterior circulation stroke, PCS posterior circulation stroke

alteplase and comparison was made according to the
cerebral circulation affected, whether anterior or
posterior.
Our study revealed that the relative frequency of ACS
cases was 290 out of 351 cases (82.6%) compared to 61
cases (17.6%) for PCS; this matches the worldwide distribution for the relative frequency of type of cerebrovascular circulation affected, as well as multiple studies that
were comparative in nature with posterior circulation
prevalence ranging from 15 to 20% [9–11].
Moreover, the functional outcome of the cases at discharge and 90 days was found to be better in PCS compared to ACS; 75.17% and 93.75% in PCS had mRS ≤2 in
comparison to ACS that showed only 59.24% and 70% of
the cases with mRS ≤2 respectively; this agrees with a systematic review performed on other retrospective published studies comparing the efficacy of IVT [12], but
disagrees with another prospective cohort study that mentioned that despite mRS was lower in the posterior circulation, there was no significant difference between the two
groups; this contradictory could be due to the limited
sample size in the mentioned study [13] as they recruited
only 30 posterior circulation and 198 anterior circulation.
Although we recorded 7 cases with mRS 6 among
ACS group compared to none among PCS group, but
this difference was non-significant (p value 0.61) which
is found to be in line with other studies that reported
lower mortality rate among PCS compared to ACS with
lack of significant difference [13, 14].

The mean initial NIHSS was higher in ACS (10.5 %)
compared to PCS (7.7%), which matches other comparative studies as the study conducted by Libman et al. at
2001 showed mean NIHSS 9.1 and 6.5 respectively and
other conducted in 2015 with mean NIHSS in the two
groups 10 and 8 respectively; this could be explained by
the fact that most of the NIHSS items involve the symptoms of the anterior circulation affection while symptoms of posterior circulation affection are either
minimally presented, as cerebellar ataxia and visual field
are not involved as vertigo, hearing loss, and other types
of ataxia [9, 15].
Moreover, upon assessing the most common cause for
morbidity and mortality in IVT patients, intracranial
hemorrhage (ICH), it was found that 11% of the cases
developed ICH, which is considered higher than the incidence identified worldwide in multiple studies as
NINDS trial (6.4%) and a meta-analysis performed by
Graham and Glenn in 2003 (6%), but it is lower value
than that announced in ECASS III trial (27%) which
could be explained by the difference in sample size between the two studies [5, 16, 17].

Conclusion
Our study showed that the relative frequency of PCS is
around 20% and that the outcome as regards the NIHSS
showed comparable results; the functional outcome was
in favor to the posterior circulation group, with lower—
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though of non-statistically significant difference—death
and hemorrhagic transformation rates.
The strengths in this study is that it was performed in
a tertiary center of care over 3 years, with the limitations
being the small sample size as regards the posterior circulation group, the loss of cases to follow up, and the
use of NIHSS with its known limitations as regards the
posterior circulation despite being the standardized tool
currently used and available.
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